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SUMMARY

Two opposing viewpoints are held regarding the need for understanding a drug’s
molecular target and mechanism of action. One extreme viewpoint is that it is un-
necessary, because, after all, there are many beneficial drugs in use for which the
target and mechanism of action remain unknown. A second extreme viewpoint is
that target identification andmechanism of action should be elucidated very early
in the drug discovery process due to the tangible benefits provided by this knowl-
edge. I offer an intermediate perspective that considers the complexity of the dis-
ease of interest, the existence of a standard-of-care treatment, and the resources
available to the investigator.

INTRODUCTION

Drug discovery has evolved from the identification of active substances in traditional medicines to the

direct search for new medicines using high-throughput screening campaigns, fragment-based screening,

virtual screening, and other approaches (Leveridge et al., 2018). However, under debate are questions

regarding the importance of revealing the specific molecular target and mechanism of action (MoA) for

a new drug, and when during the process of drug discovery should such information should be obtained.

Some authors have issued strong or categorical statements that target identification (TID) of a new drug

and elucidating the MoA is essential early in the drug discovery process (MedChemComm Editorial,

2014), and certainly before initiating human clinical trials (NatMed Editorial, 2010; Moffat et al., 2017).

From the author’s own experience, the timeline for obtaining such data has been accelerated by reviewers

of grants and manuscripts to very early phases in the timeline, even before showing efficacy of a compound

in an animal model for the disease of interest. The value of TID and elucidating MoA has been extensively

debated with widely varying opinions. Several questions need to be posed and answered first before

delving into the broader issue of whether and when TID/MoA is required to forward a new drug to human

trials: (1) Is TID/MoA required for US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approval of a new drug? (2) What

value does knowledge of TID/MoA bring to the process of drug discovery and potential future use in hu-

mans? (3) When and under what circumstances should drug discovery researchers dedicate time and re-

sources to elucidating TID/MoA? (4) Should the peer review process require TID/MoA in grant applications

and submitted manuscripts?

The term ‘‘target’’ is used most often in the scientific literature to describe the specific molecular target

(protein, RNA molecule, etc.) that a drug interacts with to initiate a biological response. MoA is often

used synonymously with ‘‘target,’’ although some investigators reserve this term to describe the drug’s ac-

tion at a higher level of biological complexity, referring to a cell signaling system or processes that are

impacted by the drug through its interaction with a specific molecular target. The simplest examples of mo-

lecular targets include inhibitors of enzymes, agonists, or antagonists of cell surface receptors and blockers

of plasmamembrane transporters. For instance, the most widely used drug in the world, acetylsalicylic acid

or aspirin, is classed as a non-selective cyclooxygenase inhibitor (Vane and Botting, 2003). Interestingly,

various preparations or decoctions containing salicylate were used for centuries for the treatment of fever

or pain before the discovery that acetylsalicylic acid inhibited cyclooxygenase activity in 1971. The drug

memantine, used for managing Alzheimer disease, exhibits antagonist activity to the N-methyl-D-aspar-

tate receptor (Rogawski and Wenk, 2003). Fluoxetine, an antidepressant classed as a selective serotonin

reuptake inhibitor, blocks the activity of serotonin plasma membrane transporters and the cellular import
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of this neurotransmitter (Owens et al., 2001). For this discussion, TID/MoA are used interchangeably as they

go hand in hand. Knowing the specific molecular target immediately commands the question of how a

drug’s interaction with that target alters processes at the cellular or tissue level to effect a phenotypic

change. TID/MoA is brought to the forefront when considering two general approaches used to assay

and screen compounds while searching for new drugs during the preclinical phase of drug discovery:

target-based screens and phenotypic screens. A brief discussion of these two general approaches for

drug discovery is necessary because the priority a researcher assigns to TID/MoA often aligns with their

preferred approach.
TARGET AND PHENOTYPIC SCREENS

Target-based screens offer a reductionist approach to drug discovery, generally employing in vitro

biochemical assays to search through a library of small molecules. They are based on developing assays

to detect compounds that interact with a specific molecular entity, most often a protein, which is known

or hypothesized from basic research to be involved in processes impaired in a disease of interest. Pheno-

typic screens, in contrast, employ a holistic approach most often at the level of the cell, although tissues,

organs, or even whole animals can be employed for obtaining the desired readouts (Aulner et al., 2019;

Clatworthy et al., 2018). They are based on assays that test whether small molecules exert a desirable

phenotypic change in the biological material that is utilized (Clatworthy et al., 2018; Zheng et al., 2013).

Perhaps the most popular type of phenotypic assay is the high-content assay, which employs imaging tech-

nologies often with cell-based readouts to follow the effect of compounds on cultured cells (Varkuti et al.,

2020). Ironically, phenotypic screens formed the foundation for drug discovery before target-based screens

became popular in the 1980s (Zheng et al., 2013).

Target-based strategies offer numerous advantages for drug discovery (Zheng et al., 2013). The strategy

is efficient, cost effective, and offers extremely high throughput given that they often feature an endpoint

assay for the activity of a molecule on a per-well basis using microtiter plates with 384 or 1,536 wells. The

analog development phase of drug discovery (Hughes et al., 2011) used to dial in desirable properties

and dial out undesirable ones is accelerated because the initial screens are designed with prior knowl-

edge of a specific molecular target hypothesized or known to be relevant to a disease of interest. For

instance, the lead compound in developing the drug imatinib, which inhibits a chimeric Abl protein-tyro-

sine kinase that causes chronic myelogenous leukemia, was a compound that inhibited the protein-

serine/threonine kinase, protein kinase C (Roskoski, 2015). Analog development from this lead com-

pound led to derivatives that inhibited protein-tyrosine kinases and abolished the activity against protein

kinase C. Thus, an effective medicine was developed by chemically migrating the activity of the lead

compound away from the initial target to a related target, all because the specific molecular target

was known in advance. Furthermore, with an effective drug in hand and knowledge of the molecular

target, drug developers can design new generations of drugs from the original with increased efficacy

and reduced side effects (Zheng et al., 2013). The value of TID to personalized medicine is powerfully

illustrated by the drug trastuzumab and its derivatives. Trastuzumab was a first-in-class immunothera-

peutic targeting the HER2 tyrosine kinase receptor and is used to treat patients with HER2-overexpress-

ing breast tumors (Barginear et al., 2013; Lewis Phillips et al., 2008). Obviously, such an important

advance was impossible without prior knowledge about HER2 expression levels in some types of breast

cancer cells. The combination therapy that eliminated HIV-1 infection from causing death within a year

after infection to providing a near normal lifespan highlights the importance of TID. The most recent

guidelines for HIV-1 treatment recommend a two- or three-part combination of nucleoside analogs to

inhibit the virally encoded reverse transcriptase enzyme and a small molecule that inhibits the viral inte-

grase protein (Saag et al., 2018; Guidelines, 2019). These advances depended entirely on knowledge

about the specific proteins required for the replication of the viral genome and its integration into the

host’s genome gained from basic science research.

A major disadvantage of the target-based approach is that an in-depth understanding of the cause of the dis-

ease is required for success, as illustrated by the breast cancer and HIV-1 examples described earlier. In both

cases, there existed essential prior knowledge that provideda rational TID/MoA for drugdevelopment.Onema-

jor reason that drugs discovered from target-based strategies fail in clinical trials has been incomplete preclinical

target validation, e.g., obtaining crystal clear evidence that the target chosen is intimately related to the disease

of interest and should provide therapeutic value (Gashaw et al., 2014; Zheng et al., 2013). Furthermore, there are

many complex diseases, especially when considering brain disorders, for which few reasonable molecular
2 iScience 23, 101487, September 25, 2020
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targets are known. Extensive efforts have been made to develop therapeutics for Alzheimer disease based on

the convincing biological evidence that Ab oligomers/amyloid drives the onset of genetic forms of the disease,

but to date, the costly clinical trials for these have failed (Aisen, 2019). There are several possible reasons for this

outcome, but included among them is that sporadic forms of the disease may be spurred by a different mech-

anism. In addition, key molecular targets have been difficult to find even for the bacterial disorder tuberculosis,

due to its impenetrable cell wall and its persistence in several differentmicroenvironmentswithin the host (Kumar

et al., 2017). Given these difficulties, one extreme opinion could be that drug development for some indications

should wait until basic science provides a clear path forward. However, this defeatist attitude sidelines the mil-

lions of individuals suffering from such complex conditions. A final issue that exists from target-based strategies

and the assumption that the drug’s interaction with the original target is that science has a way of throwing in

surprises. A recent study found that CRISPR-based genomic knockouts of 6 different protein targets for 10

different anti-cancer drugs failed to block the drugs’ killing effects on cancer cells (Lin et al., 2019), indicating

that the original targets were imposters (see also Settleman et al., 2018; Giuliano et al., 2018). So even if one be-

lieves during the process of drug development that a certain target should offer therapeutic value, in the end, it

may prove to be a false target.

Phenotypic-based drug discovery offers distinct advantages over target-based drug discovery. As pheno-

typic screens are performed with cells, tissues, organs, or whole animals, they are performed in a biological

context rather than in an in vitro, cell-free assay. Thus, theymaymimic the biological conditions required for

therapeutic efficacy, reducing the possibility of failure at subsequent steps, and providing an enrichment in

compounds with increased potential for treating complex diseases and effective translation into the clinic.

They also cast a broader net. The phenotypic change observed with a putative drug is at the level of the cell

or higher, and because of this, the drug could be interacting with multiple targets that produce the desired

effect. Indeed, as any drug might interact with multiple targets that differ across cell types and tissues, one

could argue that it is best to aim as high in the complexity hierarchy as possible, because the ultimate effect

on the organism is a balance between all the positive and negative effects of a drug. Recent research in

human genetics offers a good analogy. Candidate gene approaches focus on a single or small number

of genes that are thought to be involved in a disease of interest, analogous to the pre-selection of molec-

ular targets for target-based screens. In contrast, genome-wide screens search the genome for DNA

sequence polymorphisms that could identify many genes involved in the disease. Thus, phenotypic screens

usually provide more hits as starting points for drug discovery. Furthermore, the strategy is agnostic to the

molecular target; it is not contaminated by preconceived ideas of which molecular targets are most rele-

vant. A strong argument for adopting a phenotypic screen is that human biology is complicated and the

clues available to develop effective therapeutics especially for complex indications are limited. Phenotypic

screens also offer the potential for providing alternative pathways for developing therapeutics by uncover-

ing the hidden biology in human disease.

An increased emphasis in phenotypic screening occurred from a frequently cited study (Swinney and An-

thony, 2011) reporting that this strategy offered a superior approach over target-based strategies in finding

first-in-class drugs (see also Moffat et al., 2017; Swinney and Xia, 2014). However, this conclusion has been

challenged using an alternative definition of what constitutes a phenotypic screen and considering data

across a longer time frame (Eder et al., 2014). This debate appears to have polarized the drug discovery

community into two camps, segregated, in part, due to the personal biases that influence perspective

and decision-making processes. For instance, biochemists and molecular biologists may generally be

more enamored with target-based strategies because of their focus at the level of the molecule, whereas

neuroscientists, immunologists, and cardiovascular researchers, as examples, may be partial to phenotypic

strategies due to the complexity of the organ systems of their interest. These biases, along with perhaps

instincts of territorial protection, need to be recognized and discarded as much as humanly possible in

the interest of providing the world’s population with new medicines. Both strategies should be accepted

as valuable for drug discovery and employed strategically. Target-based strategies would be the priority

when the basic science of a disease has uncovered attractive and validated targets; phenotypic strategies

would the priority for complex indications that remain in search of the cause.

Phenotypic screens do have their downside. They are generally less efficient, more expensive, and offer a

lower throughput than target-based screens. Most importantly, phenotypic approaches are not initiated

with a specific molecular target in mind (Brown and Wobst, 2020; Moffat et al., 2017) and so the target re-

mains unknown until that research avenue is broached. This could reduce the probability of dialing out
iScience 23, 101487, September 25, 2020 3
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potential side effects, as the target(s) and off-target(s) are hidden. In addition, although more hits are

generally recovered from phenotypic screens as mentioned earlier, having multiple chemical entities in

hand may offer difficulties in choosing the best lead to optimize (Leveridge et al., 2018). Moreover, TID

is a complex and resource-intensive process that can take years or decades to solve (MedChemComm

Editorial, 2014; Lederman, 2014). Lithium offers a prime example. This drug forms the first line of pharma

for long-termmanagement of bipolar disorder with its use dating back to the nineteenth century (Won and

Kim, 2017). Although there is growing evidence to indicate that it may have multiple MoAs, including direct

inhibition of glycogen synthase kinase, potentiation of the cell’s mechanisms for protection against oxida-

tion, inhibition of inositol monophosphatase, and enhancement of the actions of the cAMP response

element-binding protein; a clear understanding of how lithium stabilizes mood remains unknown. This is

despite research reported in over 4,000 articles in PubMed across the last 10 years identified using the key-

words ‘‘lithiummechanism of action.’’ Given this downside, those that favor phenotypic screens emphasize

their advantages described above over TID during early stages of the drug discovery process.

WHEN IS TARGET IDENTIFICATION NEEDED?

This brings us back to the three unanswered questions posed initially that stem from the dichotomy of

target versus phenotypic strategies. (1) Is MoA absolutely required for FDA approval of a new drug? (2)

When and under what circumstances should drug discovery researchers dedicate time and resources to

TID/MoA? (3) Should the peer review process require TID/MoA in grant applications and submitted man-

uscripts? The answers to these questions are a matter of perspective and the weight one assigns to the ad-

vantages and disadvantages of the two approaches. Nevertheless, a fine-grained consideration of the con-

straints and circumstances of different drug discovery projects offers perhaps an intermediate perspective

to the polarized ones that have been expressed to date.

First, understanding the MoA for a new drug is not required for FDA approval (Brown and Wobst, 2020;

Moffat et al., 2017). Between 10% and 20% of currently approved drugs have no known target or clear

MoA (Moffat et al., 2017). In addition, other regulatory agencies in the world beyond the FDA will approve

a new drug as long as it is safe and effective in disease treatment (Zheng et al., 2013). And as indicated with

the examples of aspirin and lithium earlier, some drugs with an unknown or uncertain MoA have been used

for decades or longer. The fact that there exist today efficacious drugs that have no target or MoA argues

convincingly that the absence of TID/MoA should not hold a drug back from reaching those whose lives

would be enhanced with its availability.

Second, when during a phenotypic drug discovery effort should TID/MoA be prioritized? The advantages

of TID for a new drug are clear as discussed earlier. However, are there factors or conditions that should

influence when across the stages of drug development that TID/MoA research should be pursued? Two

huge factors that should be considered are the need for the new therapeutic and the complexity of the indi-

cation. For drug discovery aimed at developing second- or third-generation therapeutics, one could

reasonably argue that TID/MoA should be obtained early in the process to add value, as existing treat-

ments are available to those in need (Figure 1). For others, especially the neurological and psychiatric dis-

eases for which TID/MoA ismuchmore elusive due to the complexity of the central nervous system and how

it functions, it would be prudent to postpone TID/MoA studies until after analog development, in vivo phar-

macokinetics, and in vivo efficacy in an animal model are demonstrated (Figure 1). It makes little sense to

set aside large resources for TID/MoA research if the new drug is fated to fail the threshold for in vivo ef-

ficacy. The drug discovery process is risky, and some academic investigators have argued that MoA should
4 iScience 23, 101487, September 25, 2020
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be pursued early to help discover new biology even if the drug discovery efforts end up failing. This path

allows the investigator to provide a return for the investment that NIH or other agencies have made. The

strong counterarguments to this perspective are that it dilutes an investigator’s effort from the main goal of

finding an effective medication, and the drug discovery goal could be completely derailed by the con-

sumption of resources from TID/MoA studies.

The perspective expressed in the previous paragraph aligns with the general viewpoints of small biotech

firms (Haasen et al., 2017; Moffat et al., 2017). Small companies are generally prepared to forward new

drugs even into clinical trials without TID/MoA, as it diverts limited resources away from the central goal

of delivering a new medicine. Drug discovery investigators with limited resources in academic positions

would fall into the same camp. Big pharma, in contrast, views TID/MoA as crucial for moving compounds

forward due to the expenses involved in late-phase clinical trials and the potential for toxic side effects

(Weaver and Valentin, 2018). Obviously, the process and timeline for developing each new drug is unique,

and this demands a flexible viewpoint rather than dogmatism.

Third, should the peer review process require investigators to include TID/MoA pursuits in grant applica-

tions and submitted manuscripts that focus on phenotypic assays and screens? The answer to this question

is not a simple ‘‘yes’’ or ‘‘no,’’ but like all complex issues, ‘‘it depends.’’ However, any reasonable answer

starts with having reviewers and editors making judgments based on the strength of the arguments that

the author presents. After that, all the circumstances surrounding the proposed grant project or scientific

report need to be considered. Some of these are rather obvious, such as the disease being targeted in drug

discovery research, the resources available to the investigator, and the anticipated difficulty and timeline in

obtaining hard data on TID/MoA, and so forth. As mentioned earlier in the article, this author holds the

opinion that reviewers should not require TID/MoA data before in vivo efficacy data for complex indications

of unmet need. Each situation will have its own unique set of circumstances beyond those listed that needs

to be taken into account.

In summary, I argue that the prioritization of when to pursue TID/MoA studies depends on the nature of the

indication and whether there exists an unmet need. There is no debate whether TID is important. The mul-

tiple arguments for knowing the target have been discussed in the article and are compelling. The debate

concerns ‘‘when’’ during the preclinical phases of a phenotypic drug discovery project should TID/MoA

become actionable. This should generally be early in the process for indications that have a standard-of-

care treatment. However, for indications with an unmet need, efforts made for TID/MoA should occur at

a time after showing efficacy of a new drug in an animal model, due to the extensive demands on resources

that the effort may take.
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